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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Affirmed and Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

The claimant appeals from a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed December 13, 2005.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission has jurisdiction of this
claim. 

2. On all relevant dates, the
relationship of employee-employer-
carrier existed between the parties. 
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3. On all relevant dates, the claimant
earned wages sufficient to entitle her
to weekly compensation benefits of
$373.00 for total disability and $261.00
for permanent partial disability, should
such benefits have been appropriate. 

4. The claimant has failed to prove that
her bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome
represents a “compensable injury” within
the meaning of the Act. Specifically,
she has failed to prove that her
bilateral carpal tunnel syndrom arose
out of and occurred in the course of her
employment with this respondent and has
failed to prove that any injury to this
portion of her body that was sustained
during her employment with this
respondent was the “major cause” of her
subsequent need for medical treatment or
any disability which she subsequently
has experienced. 

5. The respondents have denied that the
claimant’s bilateral carpal tunnel
syndrome is compensable and have
controverted this claim in it its
entirety. 

The claimant alleges that he sustained a compensable

injury that is governed by the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Act, A.C.A. § 11-9-101 et seq. The claimant’s

alleged injury is, indeed, an injury that is covered by the

Act; however, the claimant has failed to establish the
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elements necessary to prove a compensable injury by a

preponderance of the evidence. 

 We have carefully conducted a de novo review of

the entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly applies

the law, and should be affirmed. Specifically, we find from

a preponderance of the evidence that the findings of fact

made by the Administrative Law Judge are correct and they

are, therefore, adopted by the Full Commission.

Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and

conclusions therein, as the decision of the Full Commission

on appeal.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

___________________________________
OLAN W. REEVES, Chairman

___________________________________
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner
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Commissioner Turner dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

Based upon my de novo review of the record in its

entirety, it is my opinion that Claimant has met her burden

of proving a compensable injury and therefore I respectfully

dissent from the Majority’s decision affirming and adopting

the Administrative Law Judge’s December 13, 2005 opinion.

Claimant is 49 years old. She began working for

the respondent-employer on December 5, 2000, as an account

representative, which involved data entry for approximately

seven hours a day. Claimant testified that she performed

this job until September of 2002, when she was transferred

to another department. Claimant testified that she began

noticing difficulties with her wrists and hands in August of

2002, but she did not report this to the respondent-employer

nor did she seek medical treatment.

In September of 2002, Claimant changed to a

position with the respondent-employer that was less hand

intensive. Claimant’s symptoms with her hands and wrists
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subsided with this new position. According to Claimant’s

testimony after a few months the respondent-employer

transferred her to a job where she worked from home. This

new position required a lot of data entry, and after

performing this job for a period of time, her hand and wrist

symptoms returned. Claimant admitted that she did not report

these symptoms to anyone at the respondent-employer, and she

did not seek medical treatment.

Claimant was terminated by the respondent-employer

on October 3, 2003, at which time, her symptoms again

subsided. Claimant did not work again until April of 2004.

Claimant began a new job at the Community

Development Center in Bentonville in April of 2004 and

immediately began to have symptoms in her hands and wrists.

Her symptoms increased to the point that she finally sought

medical treatment on May 17, 2004. She reported to the

doctor that her difficulties began while she was working for

this respondent-employer in approximately August of 2002.

Since the Claimant asserts that she sustained a

work-related gradual onset injury of carpal tunnel syndrome,
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the claimant is not required under the provisions of Act 796

of 1993 to establish that her work duties required rapid

repetitive motion in order to establish the compensability

of her carpal tunnel syndrome injury. See Kildow v. Baldwin

Piano & Organ, 333 Ark. 335, 969 S.W.2d 190 (1998). However,

the claimant must still prove that she sustained a carpal

tunnel syndrome injury arising out of and in the course of

employment, that a work-related injury is the major cause of

her disability or need for medical treatment, and the

compensable injury must be established by objective medical

findings. 

The greater weight of the medical evidence

presented in this claim does establish the actual existence

of a physical injury or condition involving the claimant’s

wrists and hands in the form of bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome. This diagnosis has been reached by every physician

who has evaluated and treated the Claimant. This includes

Dr. Roger Dickinson, Jr., Dr. Jacob Kaler, and Dr. Miles

Johnson. Further, this diagnosis of bilateral carpal tunnel

syndrome is supported by objective findings of abnormalities
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shown on electrodiagnostic studies (EMG/NCV). Thus, Claimant

has established the injury by objective medical findings. 

In my opinion, Claimant has met her burden of

proving that her injury arose out of and in the course of

her employment with the respondent-employer and that the

condition of bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome was the major

cause of her need for medical treatment.

As stated above, Claimant began her employment

with the respondent-employer in December of 2000 as an

account representative. She worked in this position until

September of 2002. Claimant testified that in early August

of 2002 she began to experience shooting pains. These

symptoms occurred mainly at night. 

In September of 2002, Claimant was moved to a less

hand intensive position and her symptoms subsided. Claimant

testified that she continued to perform less hand intensive

positions with the respondent-employer for a “few months” in

one position and an additional two months in another.

Claimant was then placed in a position where she could work

from home. Claimant indicated that this position was again
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extremely hand intensive. After performing this position for

a period of time, Claimant again began experiencing night

pain and symptoms in her hands and arms. 

Claimant made the following statement at hearing

as to why she did not report the injury when it began in

August of 2002.

Q. And why did you not report them?

A. Well, I didn’t know what it was,
and I would usually take some
ibuprofen and it would go away, and
it was fairly – it was – what’s the
word I’m looking for? – infrequent
that I had the pain, so it was not
an everyday thing; I did not feel
it was bad enough to report.

She also made the following statement in regards to the

symptoms after her transfer to her last hand intensive

position.

Q. And did you report this?

A. Well, not at that time. I was
thinking about it, but I did not
want to lose my job and I didn’t
know what it was for sure. I’d
worked with people that, you know,
had quite a bit of trouble with
carpal tunnel and pains every day
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and every night, and I didn’t think
I was to that point yet.

After Claimant was terminated by the respondent-

employer her symptoms again subsided until she began her new

job in April of 2004. Claimant testified that her symptoms

again manifested almost immediately after beginning her new

job with the Community Development Center of Bentonville.

Claimant did not seek treatment until after she obtained

insurance coverage in May of 2004.

Claimant was seen by Dr. Roger Dickinson, Jr. on

May 17, 2004. The medical report from that date gives the

following history:

Ms. Wheeler [claimant] is in today- she
has been having bilateral hand pain and
numbness for several years. Gotten worse
again recently. History of having some
problems starting in August of 2002 when
she was doing a lot of keypunching at JB
Hunt [respondent-employer], getting pain
and numbness with both hands, worse
right than left and she is right-hand
dominant, night pain off and on. About a
month ago it started back with more
increasing pain in both of her hands.
Numbness with activity and has to stop
after 15 or 20 minutes because of pain
and numbness, again - more on the right
than the left. Also night pain, wakes
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her up at night. She has had no
significant injury history recently.

Claimant is a credible witness who has given the

same history about the manifestation of her injury at all

times. Claimant was in a position with the respondent-

employer that was very hand intensive. After Claimant left

the employ of the respondent-employer her symptoms again

subsided. Since carpal tunnel syndrome is a gradual onset

injury, it is reasonable to conclude that the symptoms would

have been present for some time and had worsened to the

point of requiring treatment. As the Claimant’s symptoms

recurred immediately after she began her new job, it is

evident that her new job did not cause the carpal tunnel,

rather, it flared again as she began once more using her

hands. In my opinion, it is clear that Claimant’s carpal

tunnel syndrome arose out of and in the course and scope of

her employment with the respondent-employer.

In my opinion, Claimant’s work-related injury is

the major cause of her disability or need for medical

treatment. Claimant has been diagnosed with bilateral carpal
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tunnel syndrome. As discussed above, it is my opinion that

this injury arose out of and in the course of her employment

with the respondent-employer. Claimant was treated with

release surgeries to both hands and was given a 10%

impairment rating to both upper extremities. The treatment

Claimant received is a normal procedure for the treatment of

carpal tunnel syndrome. Claimant’s carpal tunnel syndrome

was the major cause for her need for surgery and her

impairment rating.

For the foregoing reasons, it is my opinion that

Claimant has met her burden of proving that her carpal

tunnel syndrome arose out of and in the course of her

employment with the respondent-employer, was the major cause

of her disability or need for medical treatment, and was

established by objective medical findings. Therefore, I

respectfully dissent from the Majority’s decision affirming

and adopting the Administrative Law Judge’s December 13,

2005 opinion.

     ______________________________
SHELBY W. TURNER, Commissioner


